
Benefit Now from our IPT/Elf Fall Promotion!

"Back To School" season just got cooler.

This Fall, boost your kids' excitement for the new academic year; Get a Free Lunch bag with every
Elf oil Change at IPT Stations. Pass by your nearest IPT Station, and benefit from this offer and a
professional oil change service. Listen to radio spot.

Hurry up. Quantities are Limited! Read more

Achievements

IPT Earns ISO 9001:2015 Re-certification

IPT is pleased to announce the successful
completion of ISO 9001:2015 re-certification
covering the: Import, Export, Storage &
Distribution of Petroleum Products and
Installation & Maintenance of Petroleum
Equipment.

This upgrade shows our commitment to the
continual implementation of IPT's QHSE Policy,
providing high-quality products and services to
our customers and an excellent performance
when dealing with stakeholders.

It also guarantees a solid and comprehensive
Quality Management System (QMS) supported
by competent people working in perfect
harmony to ensure customer satisfaction. Read
more

#Fawwel_Ta2a

Energy Sustainability

IPT Participation in the CEO
Roundtable at the Grand Serail

At the Grand Serail, a roundtable
discussion gathered Lebanese Prime
Minister Saad Hariri with 12 CEOs from
top businesses and organizations in
Lebanon and GCNL ambassadors and
goal leaders, in the presence of the
advisory team of PM Hariri and the
President of the UN GCNL (Global
Compact Network Lebanon) MP Dr.
Dima Jamali, on 5 October 2018 to
elaborate on and highlight the latest
trends, practices and reforms of
sustainability, thus unravel the influence
of business to inspire innovation and
leadership, and bring us closer to the
UN 2030 agenda.

As a member of the SDG Council and
Goal Leader for SDG7 to ensure access
to affordable, reliable, and clean energy
for all, Dr. Toni Issa, vice chairman of
IPT Group and president of IPT Energy
Center (IPTEC), was among the 12
CEOs who presented their successful



Hello October 2018

Have you ever noticed that almost 2 months
only separate us from New Year?

Throughout the months of 2018, IPT has
proudly accompanied you by the "IPT Calendar
2018" that helps you get organized and sheds
the light on the daily benefits you get everytime
you choose our advanced and eco-friendly fuel:
Quantum.

Download "IPT Calendar 2018", and know
more about October's tip that focuses on the
"Detergent Properties" aspect of Quantum, that
actively starts cleaning and protecting the fuel
system against deposits from the very first
use. Read more 

experience in the field of
sustainability... Read more

WEEKLY FUEL PRICES
Local Fuel Prices 10/10/2018

Gasoline 95 28,500 L.L. +300 L.L.

Gasoline 98 29,100 L.L. +200 L.L.

Diesel 20,900 L.L. +300 L.L.

Gas (LPG) 17,000 L.L. +300 L.L.

Visit iptgroup.com.lb Follow us on
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